A particular shallow water range dependent environment was chosen and the stepwise coupled mode nodel COUPLE was applied. The orobler, consisted of a ref racting ater layer overlying an isospeed liauid sediment. The water depth varied between 120 m and 210 m over a range of 50 km. The calculations were done at 50 and 300HZ. The main range dependent effect considered was the redistribution of energy due to forward and backscatter caused by both large and small scale bathymetic changes. The large scale changes, that evolve slowly with range, produced a smooth transition of energy between different sized sets of locally propagating modes. The mre ranid, s-all scale, changes caused a p'-nounced energy loss due to forward scattering into highly attenuated high angle nudes. The effects of backscatter were negligible. The results are ccnrared in tEis paper to IFD/PE and, in a subsequent paper, with other parabolic equation models.
INTRODUCTION
We present a sequence of range dependent calculations done with COUPLE and IFD/PE. We comment on the dominant range dependent effects. Some of these calculations show also perfect agreement between the two models. This provides a benchmark test case for other range dependent models. The environment for the first sequence of calculations is shown in viewgraph 2. The water depth varies slowly (note the vertical exaggeration) between 210 and 120 m over a range of 50 km. The water layer is downward refracting as can be seen from the sound speed profile. The underlying liquid sediment is homogeneous with the parameters indicated in the viewgraph. There is significant attenuation in the sediment.
Range Dependent Test
Sound Speed (rn/sec) Viewgraph 4 is the same calculation but with no backscatter. We see from the comparison of the 1-way and 2-way COUPLE results that backscatter is not significant in this CW calculation. As a result, it should make a good test case for the parabolic equation (PE). Viewgraphs 9 and 10 show the 2-way and 1-way COUPLE result at 50 Hz. The introduction of the small scale roughness has caused slight differences between the 1-way and 2-way results. The most significant effect is the higher loss caused by the roughness. This can be seen in comparison with the 2-way COUPLE result in viewgraph 3 where the roughness did not occur. 
RANGE DEPENDENT TEST

RANGE DEPENDENT TEST. SMALL SCRLE ROUGHNESS (2-WNY
SUMMARY
The COUPLE model was applied in a range dependent shallow water environment. The COUPLE results were compared with IFD/PE results for the same problem. Both models provide comparable results. The COUPLE model provides for backscattered energy, but in this problem backscattered energy is insignificant. Further tests showed that including small scale roughness elements had more influence on propagation loss than any other single factor.
